Tips & Techniques

April 2001 InDesign 1.5
You can use InDefrom Keith Gilbert
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to move document
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ences between two
another. Open two
similar style sheets,
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choose Edit>Style
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Choose Window>Tile.
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Click on the window
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style name. Hold
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Pages palette, select
or alt (Windows) and the icon of the page
click on the Compare or spread that you
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for each style will
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Illustrator 9
To make stroked
text look best in Illustrator, you can send
the stroke behind the
fill so that the stroke
doesn’t distort the
interior shape of the
letter forms.
Select your text
with the Selection
tool, and select the
Stroke attribute in the
Appearance palette.
Then use the Stroke
and Color palettes to
choose a stroke
thickness and color.

Return to the Appearance palette and drag
the Stroke attribute
below the Fill attribute. This puts the
text’s stroke behind
the fill.
Photoshop 6
When using
painting tools such
as the paintbrush,
eraser, or airbrush,
ctrl-click (Mac) or
right-click (Windows)
provides quick access
to the brushes palette.
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